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About This Content

Fox Hime Zero - MoriChan, a cute Live2D Mori that can interact and enjoy our lossless BGMs with you.
In this DLC, You can try touching her or even shaking her.

This DLC contains:
✿ An interactable cute Live2D Mori with a built-in BGMs Player

✿ Mori's Cartoon Emoticons
✿ Wallpapers compatible with both PC and phones.

Instructions:
After purchasing, click on 'MoriChan' Button in 《Fox Hime Zero》 main screen to play with MoriChan.

And special Wallpapers and Emoticons Images are in "Game installation directory/Morichan/"
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fox hime zero - morichan

take the first left. As a hobbist writer & avid P&P RPG player, this tool has exceeded my expectations. The countless elements,
timing, relatoins, & everything else my head tries to maintain can now be put down in an elegant and manageable format. I've
barely scratched the surface & it Articy:Draft2 is opening doors & resolving story issues stopped by "writer's block". Creativity
& writing just became exponentially more enjoyable.. I'm sorry, as much as I enjoy this game and as much as I love Touhou, at
it's current state, I just cannot recommend this game. Online play is a disaster. I can't play with any of my friends, because I
don't live in the same country as them. The story is incredibly unfinished, and short. I finished pretty much most of the story the
second time I opened the game. So you've got like, 2 hours of play time.

I know they plan to update this game greatly, but at this current point I simply cannot recommend it. The game was released
unfinished and I feel it should have been an Early Access release rather than a full release. Currently, I wouldn't say it's worth
the money it's selling for.

I LOVE Touhou and I LOVE fighting games, and while this is enjoyable to actually play, I still cannot recommend it. I'll
probably change my review to give a better one when the game is actually complete. Finish the story and don't make every fight
the exact same and definitely fix netplay. This game should be Early Access.

EDIT: There are also a lot of lag issues.. Thank god this dlc allows me to pursue my lifelong dream of being a full-time
fursuiter. Game is OK. A bit dull. Very busy with flashing and moving effects all over the place like it's trying to compensate
for something.

Devs put game on greenlight and in a greenlight bundle and then refused to give keys to the GL bundle buyers, claiming it was a
different game. (It's not a different game).. I've just done several missions with my friends, one of which is new to VR today
and I can honestly say that was the best gaming experience I've ever had - VR or no VR. Simply incredible. That's all there is to
say. Incredible experience... wow.

THIS is the game I've been waiting for, the justification for buying Vive. Absolutely love it.

As a long time fan of Star Trek I can;t quite believe that I've just spent 4 hours straight in a Federation Starship working with
my crew to complete our missions, making decisions together, communicating as best we can to get through whatever situation
we find ourselves in. JUST. LIKE. STAR TREK.

I'm so happy I bought a Vive :D. Most certainly worth picking up. It's a fresh breathe of air with it's slightly slower pace and
atmospheric puzzle solver gameplay the game does an excellent job conveying emotion to the player. The graphics are simple
but manage to impress all in all the game harkens back to the "Golden Era" of video games with it's crisp design and simplistic
gameplay. 9\/10. TLDR: Spend your well-earned money elsewhere. Infinitesimal Point is a borefest of a Twinstick
Shooter\/RPG hybrid, with monotonous gameplay that lasts 5 hours.

Where do I start...

Infinitesimal Point plays as a Twinstick Shooter and RPG hybrid, that feebly attempts to combine top-down shooting action
with Leveling Mechanics. After the cutscenes that reveal the games premises (your arm is chopped off and you are sent to
another world where some mystery entity replaces your arm with a bionic one), you will feel this game's slow pace. This will
allow you to notice some admittedly good traits about the game such as:

1. Graphics - Well... it's not THAT good. But it is pleasant to me at least. You'll notice that the protagonist's "shooting arm"
points to where you are aiming relative to his body's position (it looks funny at times). The visual effects of your shots and spells
do look believable.

2. The Leveling System - this game does uniquely blend stat management with the acquisition of abilities. On the games "ability
chart", you will see a four cornered shape that will eventually expand as you increase your stats. Ability icons that have been
"covered" by the expanding shape are considered to be obtained and thus usable. The slow pace of the game allows you some
time to plan ahead as to what stats you want to level and which skills you want to obtain.
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... however...

Past the first hour, you will immediately start to feel as sluggish as the game's pace yourself. You will find yourself utterly bored
and willing to quit the game for something else because of the following.

1. Swarming - the game does NOT introduce monsters that are fought in unique ways. Monsters are typically ranged or melee,
and will mostly vary in speed and the projectile they shoot. Instead, the game will habitually swarm you with bunches and
bunches of enemies that would almost run towards you SINGLE FILE if it weren't for the fact that they spawn in different
points. Really, if you use the fire skill (which shoots in a straight line) you will find that the AI will easily be made to behave
this way if you slightly adjust the angle you are backpedaling with. This is the same type of gameplay you will encounter from
Hour 1 to Hour 5.

2. Monster Spawns - Alright, so they swarm you. Okay. That means we have to move carefully and slowly. You move to an area,
alright it's clear. You continue to move forward and you begin to see monsters spawn in front of you. But what's this, you
suddenly see monsters spawning from areas that YOU ARE VERY SURE YOU HAVE ALREADY EXPLORED. This
immediately throws strategic maneuvering right out of the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing window and making it clear that the
only available option is to face the bunches of beasts head on. Oh, did I mention that for as long as monsters are around the
objectives that you can normally interact with using the E button are FREAKING DISABLED UNTIL ALL THE MONSTERS
ARE DEAD?

3. Missing Skill\/Weapon Information - Alright, okay. So, this game wants you to fight head on. Fine, let's build our character
for that purpose and optimize our weapon selection (as in setting them on the hotkeys) for this scenario. Since we're facing them
head on, let's use the game's "shotgun" equivalent. It says "1" beside the "stopwatch" icon indicated on the weapon description.
That must mean it takes one second in between shots, and it does! But what's this? After firing four shots, my weapon just
ceases to function for som- *death*.

The game leaves out critical information for the weapons and skills you obtain. For instance, the game doesn't tell you that your
"shotgun" has four shots, and afterwards you won't be able to fire until the icon for said weapon reverts to normal color (it turns
reddish when on "reload"). Another example is that enemies burned by the "fire blast" ability can burn others by being in
physical contact with them. This omission of information makes your weapons unreliable, and when the weapon's disadvantages
kick in, it usually ends in death by monster swarm. While you can switch to other weapons and skills using the hotkeys, they
won't always be fit for the situation or something you're not accustomed to- *death*

4. Horrendous Hitboxes - But, hey! It should be your responsibility to familiarize yourself with the weapons you have, right?
Right, so let's practice by finding these monsters. Let's place our "crosshair" over these monsters and fire. We'll see what these
weapons do to our ene- wait. The bullets just pass through. My crosshair is DIRECTLY over the stationary target and it just
passes through. Oh wait, maybe we have to place the crosshair behind the targe- that didn't work either. Oh wait, I -*death*

You can find a stationary target, place your "crosshair" over\/behind it (along the trajectory), and you'll hit maybe 50% of the
time. Geez, what is up with the hitboxes in this game? You can shoot the shotgun point blank and have the "pellets" appear to
pass through the target dealing ZERO damage. Urrrggggh. This will sometimes force you to use your "skills" sub-optimally,
because they're marginally more reliable than the weapons. I hope you have lots of mana, before the buzzer kicks in signifying
that you can't use the skills anymore. Speaking of which...

5. Lack of Feedback - There are sfx that represent levelling up. You'll barely hear them through the rest of the sfx, and there's
no visual feedback to complement it. By the time you realize, you'd have about 10 stat points (5 levels worth) unspent. There are
sfx for when you can't use a weapon\/skill, but yet again no visual feedback. Good luck figuring out why. Am I clicking too
fast? Or is the weapon "reloading" (see above)? Am I out of mana? Is the skill on cooldown? Let's check. Aha! I kno- *death*

*Ahem* There are sfx for when you get hit and thankfully, it does come with visual feedback (blood spatters). But you will
barely see this because of the camera. Which reminds me...

6. Clunky Camera Controls - The camera starts so impractically zoomed into you, but thankfully you can zoom out with the
mousewheel. But what's this, a roof? A lamppost? A bridge? Quick, game! Zoom into the player so he can focus on the
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character instead of the bunches of monst- *death*

7. Boring Boss Battles - Finally, a Boss! It's been a slog so far, but this is finally a new enemy to fight. I can hardly wait. This is
exciting! I wonder what monstrosities we have to- huh? It's small, just like the enemies we've fought up until now. Looks the
same too. Behaves the same too. Is that it? Seriously!? What the FUUUUUUUUU- *suicide*

But hey, at least they have more hp, which means it'll take longer to ki- oh... *death*

8. The Story - Well... I suppose we can enjoy the story. What's that? What is this for a place? You can't answer question? Well,
then. I don't know what is happen. Smoke and guns. The whole world is explo- *translation error*

9. Nimrod's Navigation - \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it. I'm getting tired of this. Let's just make sure to finish the game. Good
thing I can press "F" to let me know where to go nex- wait. This is a dead end. Wtf is this? Where am I supposed to go from
here? Do I have to explore? Fine. Wait, not fine, i'm stuck in another swarm of- *death*

Alright. Maybe that was an exaggeration. Pressing F does point you in the right direction most of the time. But everynow and
then it'll funnily point to a dead end, or that stupid elevator that you know you've already been into, or anything BUT where you
really need to go.

After suffering these 9 things for 5.2 hours, I finally finished the game on Normal Difficulty. This allows you to unlock the
"massacre" difficulty, but at this point you won't be invested in a new game +, let alone one more minute of the sodding game.
The conclusion is simple. I can't recommend it. If you've bought it prior to this review, it's at least a functioning game. However,
you can easily do better with other games.. ADDICTIVE VERY ADDICTIVE. Simple game, but well made. The weapons are
well implemented standards, and the racing has more to it than just get the weapons, stay ahead. Each racer has it's own stats,
affecting top speed, acceleration, durability, and most interestingly, turning. It makes for an interesting set up, and execution.
The best part is that the randomness of the other racers keeps the matches from becoming predictable. Simple, but entertaining,
overall.
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really good game didnt expect it to be quite interesting\/fun.. It's more of a game about looking at text on the screen, and
frequently typing the same things over, and over, and over again. However, I did hack the Chinese and blow up Mao's body
from the inside... THAT was fun!

11\/10. Very good game, really cleverly done. Starts easy but gets fiendishly hard towards the end.. I rate games by value for
money.

This game is worth \u00a32

As a 4x veteran, I do like games that try to do something different in the genre, so was intigued by this games 'media
manipulation' aspect.

Sadly, the game that has been pasted on to that idea isn't very good. It's an extremely light Galactic Civilizations clone, and isn't
all that interesting for it.

Worth picking up for peanuts, but nothing more.. So far so good. Althought I suck at it, it doesn't prevent me from trying again.
It's a definitely a frustrating game. I have tried changing the controls so that I am more comfortable but I thinkl a controller
would be easier. I just suck at these games I think. The soundtrack is very awesome, I just wish it had more music instead of the
one loop, but that loop is still pretty soothing.
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